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ABSTRACT Table I -

This paper discusses the program developed by GE BWR PLANTS OPERATING AT UPRATED POWER
Nuclear Energy (GE) to increase the power output of
Boiling Water Reactors (BWRs). For the implementation
of power uprate, this unique approach reduces the cost, the Plant Product Line Uprate Power.%
uncertainty and the level of effort for both the utility and Big Rock Point BWR/ 1 10
the licensing authority.

Nine Mile Point I BWR/2 20
INTRODUCTION Oyster Creek BWR/2 20

Improvements in analytical techniques based on Dresden Units 23 BWR/3 5
more realistic assumptions, as-built plant performance Quad Cities Units 12 BWR/3 5
feedback, and the new fuel designs combined with
as-built equipment, system and component capability, Millstone BWR/3 5
provide most BWR plants with the potential for an Monticello BWR/3 5
increase in thermal power rating by as much as 10%
without major hardware modification and as high as 20% Nuclenor BWR/3 5
with equipment modification. Pilgrim BWR/3 5

Several BVVR plants have already been approved to Duane Arnold BWR/4 5
increase their thermal power rating above the originally KKM (Muhlberg) BWR/4 10
licensed power level and many others are in the process
of completing or initiating power uprate evaluations as Cofrentes BWR/6 2
identified in Table 1. KKL (Leibstadt) BWR/6 5

STRATEGY TO ACHIEVE INCREASED POWER
OUTPUT BWR PLANTS IMPLEMENTING POWER UPRATE

An increase in the electrical power output of a BWR is
accomplished primarily by the generation and supply of Uprate Power,%
a greater steam flow to the turbine-generator, usually at a
slightly increased turbine throttle pressure. This Plant Product Line (Approximatel
increased steam flow is a result of the uprated core Fermi 2 BWR/4 5
thermal power output and is generally accompanied by
an increase in the reactor dome operating pressure. FitzPatrick BWR/4 5

A higher core thermal power output is attained by Susquehanna Units 12 BWR/4 5
extending core flow along previously established control Peach Bottom Units 23 BWR/4 5
rod lines while incorporating operational features WNP-2 BWR/4 5
included in previously licensed plant performance
improvements (see Figure 1). This GE strategy allows the Nine Mile Point 2 BWR/5 5
BWR to maximize the use of the existing available core
flow flexibility consistent with applicable operating Brunswick Units I2 BWR/4 5
guidelines that assure adequate reactor core stability. Limerick Units 12 BWR/4 5

KKL (Leibstadt) BWR/6 15
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EXPANDED OPERATING REGION feedwmer flow and by increasing core flow above rated.
This increases core reactivity and, correspondingly,

--------------------- thermal power. A plant may typically realize cycle
100% extension at full power of approximately 20 days.

POWER UPRATE PROCESS
CURRENT

OPWAIING RANGE In general, the power uprate process for the BWR
includes a detailed evaluation of plant design, operation
and equipment performance. The power uprate process
typically consists of three phases which include a
Feasibility Study, a detailed Engineering and Licensing

NWMALPOYVER

ASCENSION Evaluation, and Plant-Specific Implementation. ThesePATH
phases are shown in Figure 2 along with a typical power
uprate schedule.

IAT�n ON
CJR. I. INTMOCK3 POWER UPRATE FEASIBILITY STUDY

The power uprate process begins with a Feasibility
Study, which allows a utility to evaluate the overall
benefit of the gain in electrical power output. In the
Feasibility Study, current and expected plant operation is

I;k examined to confirm that appropriate design, operating
CORE FLOW (% RATED) and safety criteria can be met. Sufficient engineering

evaluations and assessments are performed to make
Figure I - Typical'BWR Expanded Operating Power-Flow preliminary decisions concerning operating plant
Map conditions for uprated power and to identify potential

major hardware modifications.

To implement power uprate, the top portion of the The scope of work in the Feasibility Study includes
operating power-flow map is extended while control rod the integrated evaluation of Nuclear Steam Supply,
patterns are adjusted at less than rated core flow. A Turbine-Generator and Balance-of-Plant systems and
revised uprated power-flow map is established (as shown equipment to assure a compatible feasibility study basis.
in Figure 1) to define the proposed new operating range The turbine heat balances are established to bound eactor
for the plant. An additional plant-unique strategy for and balance of plant operation at uprated conditions and
increased operating flexibility is to increase the for the benefit of evaluating elevated turbine control valve
maximum core flow at rated power to core flows greater throttle pressure. The capability of the turbine-generator
than the original design flow. This widens the BWR and the auxiliary components and controls is evaluated
operating power-flow map at full power to provide greater for adequate design margin and for safe and reliable
operational flexibility while improving plant capacity operation at the increased steam flows associated with
factors. Analyses are performed to demonstrate safety in uprated power. Parts or components are identified that
all operating portions of the uprated power-flow map. may need modification or replacement to operate at

uprated power conditions.
Uprated power operation also involves a slightly

increased reactor vessel dome pressure to provide
adequate inlet pressure conditions at the turbine. The
increased pressure is chosen to account for the larger FEASIS!UrY STUDY

pressure drop through the steamlines at the higher steam DETAILED ENGINEERING4

flow and to provide sufficient pressure control and turbine UrENSINQ EVALUATION

flow capability. REGtAATORY REVIEW

With the increased dome pressure, increased pressure PLANT-SPEOFIC

setpoints are selected for the high pressure scram and the -REFUEUNO

safety relief valves. This ensures that safety and OUTAGE

operating margins are maintained to assure adequate P:.FI I`.ATE

overpressure protection while avoiding unnecessary plant OPERATION

shutdowns.

When the plant reaches the end-of-cycle condition, a 24 30

power coastdown may be used to extend the fuel cycle MONTHS

length and energy. Some plants augment the power level
during this period by reducing the temperature of the Figure 2 - Typical Power Uprate Schedule
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DETAILED ENGINEERING AND LICENSING as specified in the SAR and in environmental
EVALUATIONS regulations. Further, the SAR may require revisions

which are performed on a plant-specific basis.
Detailed plant-specific engineering and licensing

evaluations are performed to provide a detailed analysis Power uprate impacts plant Technical Specifications
and assessment of potentially affected aspects of plant with respect to numerical references to rated power,
operation and safety at the selected uprated power levels. parameters which are a function of rated power, and
The results are documented in engineering and instrument setpoints. In addition, recalibration of the
licensing reports. power range monitors is necessary so that uprated power

indicates 100% and the relative high power alarms and
In the performance of the detailed engineering and trips are unchanged. Potential significant hazards are

licensing evaluations, aspects of BWR plant design and considered although no significant increases in the
operation are evaluated with respect to regulatory amount of effluents or radiation emitted from the facility
requirements applicable to the plant at the time of the are anticipated because of power uprate.
uprate, and from a representative fuel cycle viewpoint,
similar to the original analysis performed in the Safety The power uprate licensing effort is distilled into a
Analysis Report (SAR). The engineering and licensing plant-specific licensing report for submittal to the
evaluations also include containment structures and licensing authority. This plant-specific licensing report
environmental considerations. typically references GE generic licensing topical reports

to focus the plant review by the licensing agency on those
Equipment performance and plant operation are issues that are either plant-unique or cannot be addressed

evaluated with respect to actual performance versus in a bounding manner. The licensing report provides
projected operating conditions to identify hardware justification for the plant-specific approach, contains a
modifications required to achieve uprated power summary of the engineering evaluations and the "no
operation. Thermal-hydraulic parameters are established significant hazards" assessment, and addresses and
at the UTated power level by evaluating turbine-generator resolves key relevant licensing issues such as U.S. NRC
capability and performing coordinated reactor heat Regulatory Guides and General Design Criteria. Table 2
balances which relate the reactor thermal-hydraulic presents a typical top level scope of a licensing report.
parameters to the increased plant feedwater and steam
flow conditions. The thermal-hydraulic parameters PLANT-SPECIFIC IMPLEMENTATION
define the conditions for operation at uprated power,
including feedwater temperature and dome pressure, as In the plant-specific implementation phases, the utility
well as specific power and flow conditions. These completes any required plant modifications and
conditions are used to establish the basis for subsequent implements various procedural, software and hardware
analyses and are presented in the plant-specific uprate changes to achieve operation at the increased power level.
application with comparison to the conditions previously Most of this effort is accomplished during the refueling
analyzed and licensed. outage which immediately precedes the first uprate cycle

operation. Following the approval of the uprate licensing
The power uprate licensing effort encompasses a amendment, actual uprated plant operation commences

broad scope of analysis and evaluations to address, support and performance tests are initiated.
and justify the safety aspects of plant operation at the
uprated power conditions and other planned operating Table 2 - Typical Top-Level Scope for a Power Uprate
strategies. Licensing Report

To facilitate the performance of the licensing 0 Regulatory Requirements
evaluations as well as to streamline the regulatory review
and approval process, GE Nuclear Energy has developed 9 Reactor Core and Fuel Performance
and implemented a unique, generic approach for power
uprate licensing. This U.S. NRC-approved generic 0 Reactor Coolant System and Connected Systems
approach establishes an agreed-upon scope and depth for
plant-specific power uprate evaluations and defines the 0 Engineered Safety Features
methodology, analysis assumptions, and acceptance
criteria to be utilized and reported. Additionally, GE 0 Instrumentation and Control
developed and utilizes generic bounding evaluations for
BWR plant licensing issues, analytical studies, and 0 Electrical Power and Auxiliary Systems
equipment evaluations.

0 Power Conversion Systems
The plant-specific licensing evaluation identifies any

deviations from the GE generic licensing approach and is 0 Radwaste Systems and Radiation Sources
based on licensing criteria, codes, and standards
currently applicable to the plant using U.S. NRC approved 0 Reactor Safety Performance Features
analysis methods and computer codes for the accidents
and transients affected by power uprate. Systems and 0 Evaluation of General Issues
components are evaluated to confirm that they continue to
comply with the functional and regulatory requirements 0 Licensing Evaluations
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OPTIONAL POWER UPRATE FEATURES Application of this methodology provides the basis for
reducing the number of unnecessary surveillance tests

Because power uprate can affect the total safety and extending the allowed time to make repairs in failed
analysis of the plant, power uprate provides an opportune equipmen 't during plant operation. This leads to overall
time to incorporate other performance, safety and reductions in plant operating and maintenance costs
licensing enhancements. Some of the programs and withoutjeopardizing plant safety.
products available to enhance plant performance and to
increase availability include: PERFORM Performance Improvements in transient thermal-hydraulic and
Relaxation and Technical Specifications Improvements), neutronic methods were also made possible through the
Increased Core Flow (ICF) Analysis, Maximum Extended expanded experimental and analytical technology bases,
Load Line Limit Analysis (MELLLA), SAFER/GESTR as well as through startup and special testing at BWRs.
Applications for ECCS, End-of-Cycle Recirculation Pump Quantification of this margin has allowed BWRs to utilize
Trip, Process Computer Update and 3-D Monicore, improved, more efficient fuel designs. In addition, the
Instrument Setpoint Methodology, Safety Analysis Report application of new licensing codes allows a realistic
upgrades, Updated Technical Specifications and assessment of the governing phenomenon and allows
Significant Hazard Reports, rurbine-Generator analysis significant improvements in BWR equipment
and upgrades, and Adjustable Speed Drives (ASD) performance requirements and associated plant technical
for the Reactor Recirculation pump motors and flow specifications.
control.

The GE approach to power uprate takes full advantage
UPDATED TECHNOLOGY AND METHODOLOGY of these improvements.

Investment in research and development over the past CONCLUSION
25 years have yielded new, fully qualified and U.S. NRC
accepted analytical methodologies for licensing The evaluation of a BWR for power uprat is
applications for the BWR based on more realistic comprehensive and based on regulatory-approved
assumptions, as-built plant performance feedback, and the methodologies. Specific generic methods, assumptions
latest fuel designs. Of particular significance is GE's and scopes of evaluation are followed to assure
best-estimate computer models for realistic evaluations of consistency in licensing submittals and to reduce
abnormal transient and loss-of-coolant (LOCA) events. uncertainties in the regulatory review and approval
Application of these methodologies has given the BVv`R process. In the U.S. alone, planned BWR uprates will add
industry the means to accurately assess the BWR's almost 1000 MWe of new generating capacity, most of
response to hypothetical events and has demonstrated that which will be achieved with only minor plant
substantial safety and operational margins exist in the modifications.
BWR. Firmly establishing the real margin opens
opportunities for enhancements which esult in
improvements in equipment and overall plant
performance (availability and capacity), while assuring
that adequate safety margins are retained.
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